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Students recognize cancer survivors
during school-wide observance
By Amber McKnight
and Kaylee Scholp

S

IS hosted their annual
Pink Party events last
week in an effort to draw awareness to the seriousness of breast
cancer, but also as a special observance to a former and beloved
counselor who suffered from the
disease.
“The Pink Party is a breast
cancer awareness party where
students come to make ribbons,

play games, and become educated
about what breast cancer actually is,” said Morgan Quinn, the
president of SIS. “It’s for preparation [for] Dorothy Connie Day
where everyone wears pink, and
we pass out buttons and ribbons
and stickers.”
The party was held the day
before Dorothy Connie Day,
on Thursday, when students
participated in games related to
pink things, shared information
related to breast cancer, passed

out pink stickers, listened to a
guest speaker reveal her experience in battling breast cancer,
and received a goody bag at the
end of the event.
The student who was identified as wearing the most pink was
Leseana Burns who won $10.

Please turn to page 3 for

DOROTHY
CONNIE DAY
OBSERVED

Senior Trevon Rogers displays a pink cape that he used to have
students and staff sign in honor of those who have suffered
from breast cancer.

Mustangs victorious
in homecoming game

Class
size
rises
due to
budget
cuts
By Dashaniqua Bond
and Kaila Boyd

T

he school programmer was
forced to make both
minor and drastic changes
to teacher and student
schedules that went into
effect on October 8 that
caused a lot of stir, in order
to accommodate recent
Chicago Public Schools
(CPS) budget cuts.
Approximately 22
classes were affected, due
to courses being disbanded,
flowing students into other
classes, according to programmer and new MP staff
member Bethany Kaufman
in an email. Approximately
225 student schedule
changes were made.

Please turn
to page 5 for
WRAPPING UP A WIN. The Mighty Mustangs defense gang tackles the Urban Prep Lions quarterback for a big loss in

the fourth quarter of the homecoming game last month. The Mustangs (7-3) won the game, 14-12, for their fifth straight victory, and have gone on to extend their winning streak to seven with a state playoff win over Solorio Academy in late October.
See HOMECOMING 2015 color centerspread (p. 6-7) for more coverage. (Photo by Chris Contreras)
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Attendance policy
update to tardies,
unexcused absences
By Shontrell Ganier

S

enior students voiced
their opinion on the
revised attendance policy
that has been enacted as of
October 13.
As with the new start time,
some new things have been
added to the attendance policy,
including specific consequences
for students being tardy to class.
The new assistant principal,
Rochelle Bryant, who also
supervises attendance policy,
noted other changes students
should be aware of.
“After 7:30 [a.m.],
students arriving to school
will have their attendance
recorded by the ID swipe
machine in Verify [the IMPACT attendance information system],” Bryant warned.
“Students will receive a tardy
pass, which must be presented
to their first period teacher.”
According to an attendance office update email

message, dated October 19,
the school-wide attendance
goal, mandated by Chicago
Public Schools (CPS) officials,
is set at 95 percent.
Tardiness is often a precursor to truancy, or cutting,
and that is why a stronger
focus is being placed on that
attendance infraction.
According to the Tardy
Policy, the first offense will
result in a verbal warning by
the teacher; the second offense will cause a call home by
the teacher; the third offense:
detention; the fourth offense:
parent conference/detention; and the fifth offense will
initiate action by the dean
(detention and/or school suspension). Students with over
five tardies will not be able to
participate in monthly extracurricular activities.
Senior Krystal Scott, the

Please turn to page 5 for

POLICY UPDATE

OPINION
EMPEHI News

news briefs
SPECIAL VISIT
Principals from various neighborhood public and parochial schools attended the feeder school principal breakfast on October 6, which also included a classroom tour, in an effort to get the school officials
better acquainted with EMPEHI. 19th Ward Alderman Matt O’Shea and Beverly Area Planning Association (BAPA) representative Margot Holland, and reporters from local newspapers The Villager and
DNAinfo were also in attendance. Feedback from the visitors was very positive; many of the principals
were not aware of the academic and extra-curricular opportunities available at MP.

Principals Breakfast participants: front row: Dr. Angela Tucker (Esmond Elementary principal),
Catherine Reidy (Mt. Greenwood School principal), Patrick MacMahon (Barnard Elementary
principal), Dr. Ann Marie Riordan (Christ the King School principal), Peggy Goddard (Local School
Council representative), Dr. Delena W. Little (Keller Regional Gifted principal), and Dr. Carolyn
Epps (MPHS principal); back row: Rochelle Bryant (MPHS assistant principal), Lucille Shaw (Chicago High School for Agricultural Sciences assistant principal), Morgan Mudron (IBMYP coordinator), Margot Holland (BAPA executive director), David Bell (St. Xavier University associate dean
and associate professor), Eric Steinmiller (Sutherland Elementary principal), Elaine Gaffney (St.
Barnabas School principal), Gail Tennial (MPHS assistant principal), Gerald Moore (curriculum coordinator), Denise Esposito (Cassell Fine Arts principal), and Timothy Gronholm (IB coordinator).

ALUMNUS OFFERED FULBRIGHT ASSISTANTSHIP IN BRAZIL
Class of 2010 alum Giovanni Almanza of Loras College has been offered a Fulbright U.S. Student Program grant
to Brazil for an English Teaching Assistantship, the United
States Department of State and the J. William Fulbright
Foreign Scholarship Board announced recently. Almanza is
one of over 1,900 U.S. citizens who will travel abroad for the
2015-2016 academic year through the Fulbright U.S. Student Program. Recipients of Fulbright grants are selected on
the basis of academic and professional achievement, as well
as demonstrated leadership potential.Fulbright alumni have
achieved distinction in government, science, the arts, business,
philanthropy, education, and many other fields. Fifty-three
Fulbright alumni from 12 countries have been awarded the
Nobel Prize, and 82 alumni have received Pulitzer Prizes.

morgan
park
high
school
1744 West Pryor Avenue
Chicago, Illinois 60643
Dr. Carolyn D. Epps, Principal
Mrs. Gail Tennial, Assistant Principal
Mrs. Rochelle Bryant, Assistant Principal

STUDENTS EARN PERFECT ATTENDANCE REWARD

EMPEHI News is a student publication of Morgan
Park High School whose goal is to inform the
student body as to school news, as well as local,
national, and world issues. The views expressed
in the editorials are not necessarily those of
Morgan Park High School. The views in columns, reviews and commentaries are those
only of the writers.
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Iyana Quinn, Sinclaire Reeves, Kaylee Scholp, Latrisha Sutton, Kenisha Thigpen,
Destiny White, and Jainelle Withers.
Reporters (7th period)
Trenell Austin, Elexus Barrett, Carrian Bell, Star Bolden, Dashaniqua Bond, Kaila
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Students with perfect attendance and no tardies or unexcused
absences between October 16
and October 30 had their names
placed in a drawing. The Oct. 16
date was chosen for the start date
since assistant principal Rochelle
Bryant’s last attendance presentation was delivered on Oct. 15 during 8th period. One student from
each grade level was randomly
picked to win an attendance
incentive: a Morgan Park wet/dry
backpack. Students were called to
the Attendance Office, last Friday,
where they were notified that they
had won and how they won, and
they received their prize. The next
drawing will be held this month.

Attendance Incentive winners for October: (bottom) Leroyesha
Lane (9th grade) and Justin Middleton (8th grade); (standing)
Stanley Gray (10th grade), Elexus Barrett (12th grade), Michelle
Herring (7th grade), and David Cole (11th grade).

BAND AWARDED FIRST PLACE AA RATING
The Marching Band earned
first place with an AA rating at
the Ridge Central High School
Band Competition earlier last
month. The spirit/dance group,
the Emeralds, had the highest
auxillary score among the competitors. The drumline had the
second highest score among 15
schools, while the drum major,
senior Jainelle Withers, earned
third.

Drum major Jainelle Withers

EMPEHI News encourages readers to express their opinions or respond to stories,
editorials or columns by writing letters to
the editor. All letters must have a name
and division number. We reserve the right
to edit all letters for mechanics, length, and
content. Please submit responses with
name and division to Mr. Majeske or any
member of the newspaper, or to
KEMajeske@cps.edu.
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Early on, it appears new style of grading
and curriculum is having positive impact
By Seiara Walker
and Aaron Parker

I

t appears that the newlymandated criterion-based
grading system is still vexing some
students, teachers, and parents,
despite various efforts to provide
clarity and understanding.
Even though it’s only been
nine weeks into the school year,
and only one five-week progress
report generated, there doesn’t
appear to be enough evidence as
to whether or not the International Baccalaureate (IB) Middle
Years Programme (MYP)
criterion-based rubric is having
a positive or negative affect on
student grades, according to the
IB coordinator.
“I got all the above,” coordinator Timothy Gronholm
said, referring to the various
comments he has received about
how student grades have been
impacted so far. “I have some
teachers who are saying [grades]
were lower, some said they were
higher, and some said they were
the same. So it’s depending on
the teacher.”
Teachers score students on
a criterion-based reference in the
IB grading scale now, which runs

from 8 being the highest to a 1;
students earn a 0 if they provide
“no evidence.” Grades will differ
based on the student’s individual
performance.
Teachers were to have provided their students an “Academic
Information” document at the start
of the school year which explained
precisely how grades would be
earned, as opposed to the more
common 100-point scale.
“The grading system in this
class is based on MYP Criteria,”
the school-provided document
reads. “Each assignment assesses
your mastery of the MYP criteria. STEP 1: Students are graded
formatively and summatively
across all 4 MYP criteria every
five weeks. Each subject has four
criteria that are graded out of 8
total points. Students are graded
at a given point in time based on
their most recent progress.”
Rather than being consumed
with reaching a high score,
students are now expected to be
consumed with reaching a high
level of understanding and performance, according to curriculum coordinator Gerald Moore.
“I guess the first thing is to
understand about IB grading is
it’s criteria-referenced;[students]

get rubrics, with a certain criteria
laid out, and you have different
performance levels,” Moore said.
“It is called criteria-reference,
because teachers and students can
refer to the criteria and say this is
what my goal is and this is how
close I am to obtaining my goal.”
On the surface, this may appear to be an easier way to earn
good grades, but Moore thinks
otherwise.
“It is a little more challenging
for students, because they have to
perform on each criteria rather
than a bunch of questions.”
One teacher thinks that the
grading scale is having a positive
influence on students. The IB
grading scale appears to improve
student engagement by helping
them make a reflection on what
they’ve done at the beginning of
the year all the way to the end.
“I think this year the grades
are better than last year,” Spanish
teacher Louise Miazga said. “It is
a better way to grade exactly what
the students know from what
we’ve taught and with [teachers]
creating the assessment or having
and idea of what the assessment is
at the beginning of the unit verses
thinking about it at the end. It
helps everyone focus a little more

and I think this had a big impact
on why the grades were a lot
better, because the students had
a good idea on what they were
required to know.”
Some students say they
love how the grading scale helps
them do well on their grades and
pushes them to do better.
“This IB stuff is kind of
great because my grades are way
better than before,” senior Jacara
Jackson said. “I think we have a
better chance of passing classes,
but I can still work on things to
get better at the skills that we
need to master by staying on
task. Sometimes I start slipping
up if I don’t focus, but, overall,
my grades were great.”
Not all students think
as highly of the way student
progress is now judged, or the
way students and parents can
view their progress using the
newly-implemented ManageBac
information system.
“I think the ManageBac
is confusing, and they keep
having to move student grades
somewhere else [to IMPACT],”
senior Cyera Witcher said. “I understand the new grading system,
but I think we should have the
right to see our grade percentage

and where we stand as of today
and not just knowing every five
weeks or so. Some students may
think they are doing well and get
the worst report card.”
That is an issue that various
students and teachers are confronting. In the past, as long as
teachers were entering grades on
a regular basis on the CPS IMPACT grading system, an overall
grade percentage could be viewed
on demand, indicated precisely
a student grade at a given time.
Now, however, students can only
view summative and formative
scores (0-8), and a series of bar
graphs suggesting progress and
performance, but no current,
overall letter grade.
However, this new way of
thinking about grading appears to
be forcing many to rethink what
is important in education: grades
or actual learning. Miazga is
hopeful that MP will get the hang
of everything moving forward.
“But again, [students] need
to know the information taught,”
she said. “It is a little more difficult right now at the beginning
while we’re learning it, but in the
end [the MYP grading scale and
ManageBac] will be a good benefit for teachers and students.”

DOROTHY CONNIE DAY OBSERVED
Continued from page 1
At the end of every October, a former Academic Center
(AC) coordinator who retired in
June 2011, Dorothy Connie is
honored with her own day.
“Ms. Dorothy Connie
was a former counselor here at
Morgan Park,” Morgan said.
“She had breast cancer, and she
was out for a while, and so Ms.
Bradley, who was a teacher here
at the time—and a good friend
of mine—she started Dorothy
Connie Day, which we always
do now annually the Friday
before Halloween.”
Connie had been an educator for 39 years, spending her
last 16 years of employment at
Morgan Park.
Dorothy Connie Day is always celebrated on Halloween as
part of the effort to steer students
from breaking the school’s nocostume policy.
Last Friday, many students
and staff observed Connie Day
by wearing pink, and, in many
cases, lots of pink. One student
won a prize for wearing the most
pink, while senior Trevon Rogers
went the extra mile and asked
students and staff to sign a large
pink cape in recognition of the
breast cancer fight.
This annual observation was
first initiated by Bradley, a former
English teacher and Student
Council sponsor, in the fall of
2006 to honor the AC counselor

SIS seniors Samonhi Jackson and Jessica Barber wrap senior Anthony Bowen in pink crepe paper
during the “Real Men Wear Pink” portion of the Pink Day Party held last Thursday in the library.
(Photo by Lauren Steels)
and breast cancer survivor and her
battle with breast cancer. Connie
was diagnosed in June of 2006,
with treatment starting that August. She returned to work a few
months later, and her cancer has
been in remission since.
Morgan expanded upon this
service project about six years ago.
Since the early beginnings,
the Morgan Park family comes
together and wears pink-colored
clothing and accessories in
remembrance of those we’ve
known to have either passed
away from breast cancer, or is a

breast cancer survivor.
Along with Dorothy Connie
Day, SIS holds the Pink Party to
celebrate her.
Throughout the years, there
have been all different kinds of
turnouts for the party. But last
year seemed to be a favorite from
everyone.
“My most memorable
pink party was last year,” said
Renay Harris, vice president of
SIS, “and that was because the
speaker was very motivated and
she was basically telling us her
story, and she was saying how she

didn’t even know [she had breast
cancer], and she caught it just in
time. If she hadn’t gone to the
doctor, she probably wouldn’t be
alive because it was that bad, so
it was kinda like a wake up call;
you know that you have to get
yourself checked out, you have to
be mindful of the things that go
on in your body.”
Along with the motivational
speaker some other guests are the
reason why last year’s pink party
was such a hit.
“I think last year or the year
before we had a large number

of young men come that year,”
the program sponsor said. “And
so we dressed them up in pink,
and it was just fun because we
were able to share with the young
men that not only do women get
breast cancer, but men can also
get breast cancer as well.”
Activities at the pink parties
usually involve pink decorations,
games involving the color pink,
and pink-colored food and beverages.
However, Morgan said in
advance of the party, “Well it
would just be a party with no
snacks. We would still do the
same activities and games, just
with no food.”
Years ago, Sassy Intellectual
Sisters (SIS), was created by librarian Kandice Morgan. To many,
SIS is just a girl group within the
school, but it is more than that.
In 2005, the discussion
group “Girl Talk” program
was initiated by former postsecondary coach LaCael Pratt
and Morgan. As the girl talks
became more popular, it became
an official school organization in
fall of 2008, rebranded as Sassy
Intellectual Sisters.
“SIS is a girls empowerment
group at Morgan Park,” Morgan
said. “It’s also a mentoring group
which means the girls are mentored by me and then they go on
to mentor and empower other
young ladies in the school.”
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Saturday detention part of plan
to improve attendance rate
By Dominique Leonard
and Katrick Duo

S

aturday detention for
students was instituted the
sixth week of school in response to
concerns regarding students with
too many tardies and class cuts.
Saturday detentions are
weekly from 9 a.m. until 11 a.m.;
152 students have been served
detention so far, assistant principal Rochelle Bryant explained in
an email. Lunch detention is for
20 minutes a day, but that is at
the discretion of the administrator. Students have to serve lunch
detention for two hours; therefore,
students will have to serve lunch
detention over a two week period.
The reason for the increased
focus on attendance is that
school officials have set a goal
for students to have at least a 95
percent attendance rate.
Compared to last year,
students are showing a better
commitment to being in class
and on time.
During a staff presentation
last month, it was revealed that
attendance was up across all four
levels in contrast to the 201-2015
rate for the same period (see Attendance chart).
Starting on Saturday, October 17, detention was first held in

the lunchroom for students who
had been referred by teachers
for violations of the amended
attendance policy. In addition,
students who had 10 or more tardies were also given detention.
The principal, Dr. Carolyn
Epps, is deeply concerned about
student attendance. Dr. Epps

early in the morning?” he asked.
“You can’t come in late every day,
because you’re going to get punished for your actions, and that’s
what we’re trying to get students
to understand starting here.”
Although it’s punitive, it’s
hoped that requiring students to
spend a Saturday morning at MP

Attendance rate
Grade

2014-2015

2015-2016

9

86.64%

94.39%

10

85.37%

91.52%

11

85.12%

91.17%

12

82.63%

90.81%

explained in an interview that
many students have missed a
great deal of school already, and
the first quarter of the year has
not even ended yet. She is worried as to how many students’
grades will be affected because
they missed too many classes.
The effort to curb poor behavior is not just to help students
in school, but has a long-term
goal, according to coach Terry
Atkins who also runs the Saturday detention program.
“This should get students
ready for everyday life because
what are you going to do when
you have to get up for work

will deter attendance problems.
“We just have some concerns
for the the overall student body,
and we need to come up with ways
that will encourage positive attitudes,” Atkins said. “We felt that
Saturday detention will be taking a
step at the right direction.”
Saturday detention lasts two
hours, from 9 a.m. until 11 a.m.,
according to Atkins. Students are
to arrive at 8:30 a.m., and allowed
entry ends at 9 a.m. Students are
to bring a book or homework.
No talking allowed, nor is the use
of any electronic devices for the
entire two hour period.
“If you don’t want to be af-

Girls ‘Love Their Body’
by not glamorizing it

fected by the outcome of being
late, then be on time and you
won’t have this problem,” Atkins
advised.
Some seniors are taking the
consequences seriously, particularly those that go beyond having
detention. They are worried about
losing their senior privileges or
not being able to participate in
the graduation ceremony, with
some arguing that it’s not their
fault that they arrive late and
shouldn’t be punished for it.
“My mama drops me off
and picks me up everyday, and I
can’t make her hurry up—I’m not
finna get cursed out we leave out
when she’s ready,” senior Brianna
Seawood said. “I do think they
should find out why students are

late; ask them, like, ‘Why you
late?’ Most students are not going
to lie; either they wake up late or
parents are just dropping them
off, or they just felt like been late.
You will know when somebody’s
lying.”
Students are really upset at
the fact that they are getting in
trouble, because, they say, either
their parents are making them
late and other factors.
“We don’t deserve them,”
senior Andre Johnson said. “The
second floor is crowded, it’s hard
to get around just because that’s
the main floor to get around on.
Getting a lunch detention isn’t
going to better us because we’re
going to continue to be late
[because of the hallways].”

Love Your
Body Day
H

The National Organization for
Women believes that ads such
as this Calvin Klein product
spot promotes the belief that
women can never be thin
enough.

ollywood and the
fashion, cosmetics
and diet industries work
hard to make women
believe that their bodies
are unacceptable and need
constant improvement.
Print ads and television commercials reduce
them to body parts-- lips,
legs, breasts--airbrushed
and touched up to meet
impossible standards. TV
shows tell women and
teenage girls that cosmetic
surgery is good for selfesteem. Is it any wonder
that 80 percent of U.S.
women are dissatisfied
with their appearance?

• The average weight of a
model is 23 percent lower than that of an average woman;
20 years ago, the differential was only 8 percent.
• 50 percent of teens are “self-conscious” about their bodies;
26.2 percent report being “dissatisfied”. By age 60, 28.7
percent of women feel “dissatisfied” and 32.6 percent feel
“self-conscious” about their bodies
45.5% of teens report considering cosmetic surgery, 43.7%
of women over 60 report considering cosmetic surgery

Female students attend a discussion in the library as part of Love Your
Body Day. Inset: Senior Amani Fashola observes the day by wearing
plain jeans and a white shirt, while not wearing any makeup.

M

any Americans, particularly women and
even young girls, are obsessed
and misguided about their
appearance. According to one
study, more than 80 percent of
4th grade girls have been on a
fad diet.
In an effort to combat this
type of problem, SIS (Sassy
Intellectual Sisters) spon-

sored a “Love Your Body Day”
last month, hoping to influence
females of all ages to appreciate
themselves for who they are.
Since its inception in 1998,
the National Organization of
Women (NOW) has promoted
the Love Your Body Day campaign to challenge “the message
that a woman’s value is best
measured through her willing-

ness and ability to embody
current beauty standards,”
their website announces.
At MP, females were
encouraged to observe the
day by wearing plain denim
jeans, a white t-shirt, and no
makeup.
SIS participants also attended a discussion regarding
the issue in the school library.

• In 2001, more than 8.5 million people had cosmetic
procedures in the United States. Of these, 88 percent were
women.
• According to a recent survey, the thighs are the part of the
body that women would most want to change, with 35% of
women saying they would change their thighs if they could.
• 81 percent of 10-year-olds are afraid of being fat.
• 86 percent of people with eating disorders report the
onset of the illness by the time they reach the age of 20.
• Young women that have anorexia are 12 times more likely
to die than other women their age.
(Source: Loveyourbody.org)
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AVERAGE CLASS SIZE RISES
Continued from page 1
The biggest class size is a
physical education course with
52 students, she added in the
message. The average class size
is 28, not including separate
instruction class sections.
In an examination of the
IMPACT SIM system, which
identifies all course sections,
teachers, and class enrollments, it
appears that approximately 168
out of nearly 350 course sections
have 30 students or more.
Although PE classes typically have larger populations of
students than academic courses,
music teacher Carol McDaniel’s
first period Beginning Female
Chorus shows 46 students and
math teacher Sara Harton’s
seventh period IBMYP Honors
Geometry I lists 39 students.
Although the school year began more smoothly than most can
remember in recent years, courtesy
of the limited number of student
program issues in September, the
recent scheduling shake-up surprised many students and teachers
who were moved to different
classes whose enrollments, for
some, increased dramatically,
“Basically you have to find
a place for all of those kids
and when all of the classes are
full already then the class sizes
are gonna fill up everywhere,”
Kaufmann said.
Classes such as a Spanish
II class, an honors psychology
class, and an advanced placement world history class was
closed, among others. These
changes were made in order to
make room for courses that were
needed by the majority of the
student population.

“Spanish II we closed and
then opened a Spanish I because
we had more kids who were
freshmen that needed Spanish
I,” the programmer said. “An AP
world history class we closed
because we needed more space
for a regular US history.”

BUDGET CUTS
CAUSE CHANGES

CPS initially projected Morgan Park to have 1,505 students,
but actual enrollment fell to
1,430, or 75 fewer students than
expected, as was reported last
month in EMPEHI News. This
10-day CPS adjustment led to
the immediate loss of $381,052
from the school budget, adding
that and additional $20,154 will
be deducted from discretionary
funds on the 20th day.
This funding deduction led
to six positions being eliminated:
one English, one math, one
counselor, one administrator, one
science, and one teacher assistant,
according to Dr. Carolyn Epps’
Principal’s Report submitted to
the Local School Council at the
October 21 meeting.
The English teacher who
was laid off was Nicole SmithFranklin, who was just hired
at MP in September, while the
science teacher was Sarah Huels,
who had just returned after
working at a parochial school for
a year, was also let go.
Other positions that were
cut didn’t force other teachers
to be laid off, as those positions
had yet to be filled, including
the counseling position that was
vacated by Kevin Tate who accepted an assistant principal job

at Harlan High School.

STUDENTS IMPACTED
BY THE CUTS

These changes affected many
students due to their schedule
being changed, or having a lot of
students added to their classroom.
“I have classes with nine students and classes with 40,” senior
Jada Jackson said, then adding,
“I feel as if I learn more and we
get more work done with smaller
class sizes.”
Some feel as if the classrooms are way too crowded for
them to learn and that teachers
wouldn’t have control of the class.
“I don’t think students will
be able to learn, and that teachers
would have a heavy workload and
feel more stressed,” senior Mia
Backstrom said.
Not all classes grew in size,

Continued from page 2
don’t have a car to get to school.
We are humans that make mistakes, and it’s not fair for us to
get punished for it.”
Because of this new policy,
there are incentives that are expected to follow, Bryant said.
“To encourage students, the
count will return to zero after every month,” she said, “so students
will have a chance to remediate
their behavior and participate in
monthly activities.”
The special activities are
expected to be planned through
a new committee Bryant has
organized, including teachers
Kathleen Hirst, Duc Le, James
Fitzgerald, Keith Majeske, Katrina Richard, and Charles Lesley. They are tasked with planning ways to improve attendance
through positive reinforcement.
“I want Morgan Park to not
only be rigorous for our students,
but also I want them to have fun,”
Bryant wrote to the prospective
committee members in a recent
email. “I want them to have memorable experiences. Having theses
events will hopefully encourage

PROGRAMMING IS NOT AS
SIMPLE AS MANY THINK
Although these changes
may have caused a lot of mixed

feelings, they are a result of the
programmer trying hard to place
each student into a class so their
schedule is full.
“That’s why there were
so many schedule changes,”
Kaufmann said. “It’s not just an
easy swap, although you wish it
was. But even when a kid needs
another class, you have to play
around with their schedule, and
then when I had to close a class
in second period, there may not
be another class offered that
same period to move them to
another class.”
Even if a student didn’t need
a change, someone else may have
or a class was closed, so some
changes impact others—kind of
like a sudoku puzzle.
“So [student programming
is] kinda like a jigsaw puzzle or
dominos,” Kaufmann said.

Music teacher Carol McDaniel’s 4th period Beginning Mixed Chorus, which shows 44 students,
practices a song during class. (Photo by Koi Lacey)

POLICY UPDATE
graduation committee chairperson, agreed that there will be a
significant impact on students
with poor attendance behaviors.
“People are still having a
hard time adjusting to the new
time [of 7:30 a.m.],” Scott said.
“And some aren’t able to make it
to first period, so the tardies keep
them out of activities.”
Even before the full policy
was published, attendance consequences were first felt among
many who were hoping to attend
the homecoming pep rally held on
Friday, October 9. Of the nearly
1,450 students enrolled, 872 were
on the list for having more than
five tardies, which meant they
could not buy a pep rally ticket,
according to homecoming coordinator Kandice Morgan.
Some students are unhappy
with the increased measures to
deter tardiness.
“I don’t agree with the policy
because some students at Morgan Park live far [away],” senior
Tyra Harrington said. “I think
the attendance policy should
excuse first period. All students

as some were already significantly
crowded leading to some being
“leveled,” or reduced.
“My classes have actually decreased,” junior Tionna Smith said,
adding, “when the class was larger,
it was harder to learn and for the
teacher to get control of the class.”
Some, however, say they actually prefer the larger class sizes.
“I don’t like smaller classes
too much, because when we
have group discussions in classes
like T.O.K and psychology,
it’s interesting to hear different perspectives from people
and with more people the more
perspectives,” senior Jonathan
Thompson said.

a positive culture and climate by
clearing the halls and eliminating
cuts and having more school spirit.”
Scott also described how she
feels about the impact that the
earlier start time appears to have
on first period attendance.
“I don’t agree with the
consequences,” she said. “Most
students are getting their tardies
from their first period classes because of the new starting time.”
Some students, like Harrington, have been thinking of
ways to get to school on time.
“I can get up at 6 [a.m.] or
earlier and leave home around
6:50 so I can be on time for
school,” she said.
Other students, like senior
Kamari Moore, still feel that they
need time to adjust to this new
start time.
“Changing the time from
7:45 [a.m.] to 7:30 [a.m.], that
was a drastic change for some
students because nobody’s used
to it yet,” Moore said. “And then
nobody’s really awake at 7:30, so
it’s kinda groggy to get out of the
bed at a certain time.”

Staff member
competes in
Chicago Marathon
By Camry Sanders
and Jaharha Pryor

T

here are many famous
Olympians who
run track and receive money
and accolades for their great
achievements, but not many
can continue due to lack of
determination and poor diet.
On Sunday, October 11,
The Bank of America Chicago Marathon kicked off
and many people from around
the world participated in this
marathon, including special
education classroom assistant
Robert Palmer.
It took determination and
extensive training for Palmer

Please turn to page 6 for

RUNNING MAN

Classroom aide Robert
Palmer takes a selfie after
last month’s Chicago Marathon.
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School fights uphill battle against illegal snack
vendors and their hungry customers
By Deshonda May

T

he administration is
sorely against students
selling any outside food while on
campus because of the troubles
and dangers it may bring.
“Any selling and collecting
of funds without being approved
by the Local School Council
is considered illegal,” assistant
principal Gail Tennial said.
The assistant principal added
that students who buy the unapproved foods could be at a risk of
getting sick.
“Students could get ill by
the foods they bring in and
[the school is] held accountable
because it was bought on school
grounds,” Tennial said.
Not only are the customers
at risk, also the suppliers could be
at risk of getting their merchandise confiscated and thrown away
by school’s security. But despite
securities best efforts to keep best

efforts to keep the food out, food
still manages to get in.
“We don’t find everything,”
security guard Debra Collins
said, who’s a security guard at
MP for over 10 years. “Students
know the rules; if you have to
hide it and put it under your
clothes, you know it’s wrong and
were instructed to toss it.”
Although administrators
are against this food frenzy of
illegal candy, chips, juices, and
even homemade brownies, MP
students purveyors give a new
meaning to the pharse, “Rules are
meant to be broken.”
“I really don’t see the big
deal,” one senior snack-seller
who asked to remain anonymous.
“I’m doing it for all the right
reasons.”I’m making money to
give to them [to pay fees]. How
is that wrong?”
A majority of the sellers are
seniors who are looking to make
fast cash to pay off their student

RUNNING MAN
Continued from page 5
to bear through.
“I trained a lot over the
past six months,” Palmer said.
“Over the past two years, I had
tore a meniscus in both knees,
and I had to prove to myself
that I still could do it and that
I still had it. And I did.”
Not only is intensive
training and determination
important, but diet as well
plays a role in the overall
performance of a runner.
“Being vegan gave me
a lot of energy it gave me
stability, a lot of energy, and
stamina,” he said. “It was
exhausting but worthwhile. I
ran 26 in two tenth miles. My
daughter was vegan/vegetarian, and it’s something that
I wanted to do and try and I
wanted to get healthier and
that’s the next level up, so I
wanted to do that. It taught
me discipline and that there
are other foods that are just
a good as bad foods that we

consume and we can have just
as fun eating them.”
If you’re thinking about
running a marathon, you
probably need some advice on
how to prepare.
“I would advise someone
considering to run a marathon
to train, don’t try to go to fast
and do too much too soon,”
he said. “Just exercise, eat
right, and get plenty of rest
and hydrate, drink plenty of
fluids.”
The Bank of America
Chicago Marathon is considered by many to be the pinnacle of achievement for elite
athletes and everyday runners
alike. The experience makes
you want to endure everything
all over again.
“The experience was
good,” Palmer said. “People
were very welcoming very
encouraging, and I would do
it again.”

debt fee before June hits.
“I’m using the money to pay
my student [debt],” one of the
school’s top snack dealer said.
“My mom almost had a heartattack when she saw that [debt]
paper. I’m just trying to help pay
that off so she’ll have one less
thing to worry about.”
The seniors owe almost over
$100,000 in student activity fees,
temporary identification cards
and lost books, alone, which
explains why the young entrepreneurs are still setting up shop
despite the school’s expectations.
“If you think about it, we’re
helping a problem instead of
making one,” another food
salesperson claimed. “There’s
always going to be somebody
that’s running late or didn’t bring

a lunch or didn’t have enough
time to stop at BP [gas station]
before school and is looking for
something to eat, but they know
that 9 times out 10 I’m going to
be selling chips at school that day
so they won’t be hungry.”
Although opinions were expressed, snack-eating could be a
big distraction in the classrooms
and create a bigger mess for the
school custodians to clean up.
“There’s a lot of snack eating
going on in the classrooms and
it’s bringing in ants,” lead custodian supervisor Kimberly Barnes
said. “Along with that, there’s a
lot of soda drinks being drank in
class, and it’s not coming up as
easy as it used to, which makes
our jobs a lot harder.”
Although the sellers are

catching a lot of heat from their
actions, they’ve also made some
loyal customers along the way.
Senior Miranda Reynolds
expressed how she thinks the
whole chip selling movement is
a great idea and how the sellers
look out for students who don’t
eat the school lunches and isn’t
a fan of the vending machines
bland snack options.
“Not everyone eats the
school’s lunches and the only
thing good in the vending
machines is the Pop Tarts,”
Reynolds said, “and sometimes
the vending machines only work
at least two days out of the week
and we need something to hold
us until school’s out. If the school
is so against it, maybe they
should serve us better food.”

Poor sanitary habits,
cuts to custodians
creates perfect storm
of gross bathrooms
By Zahria Shelton
and Jarielle Walton

M

any of the young
women in Morgan Park High School are
complaining about the girls
bathrooms, wondering why
they lack cleanliness.
“I use the bathroom once
a day, maybe twice,” senior
Dominique Jones said. Every
time I go to use the bathroom,
it’s just nasty. Tissue all on the
filthy floor, Snapchat names
written in the stalls, and drops
of urine on the toilets.”
The girls bathrooms
should be cleaner, and they all
should know how to maintain
a clean environment and clean
up after themselves.

“Custodians should try and
clean the bathrooms at least 2-3
periods throughout the day,”
Jones said. “The young ladies in
Morgan Park should treat the
bathroom like it’s their bathroom
at home.”
A few of the restrooms in
the school are not as disgusting
as others. In our opinion, both
the bathrooms on the first floors
are the cleanest, although they’re
not like visiting one in a Hilton
hotel.
In fact, the ladies room
near the lunchroom was reasonably sanitary, but on our visit it
smelled, well, foul. While there

Please turn to page 10 for

BAD
BATHROOMS

Photo taken of girls washroom entry, closed off for
renovation in 2012. Today,
the ladies rooms around
the building can often
be so gross that they are
practically a health hazard.
(EMPEHI News archive)

Advice offered to those who want to be safe in Chicago
As this “Chicago
Shot Clock” graphic
indicates, Chicago
is like a shooting
gallery, with a person being shot just
under every three
minutes (based on
2015 stats), while
someone is killed
just over every 15
minutes. (Screenshot captured from
Heyjackass.com)

By Shamia Charles
and Elexus Barrett

H

ow to be safe in Chicago? Not very, according
to statistics.
The year-to-date data shows
that (as of Sunday afternoon),
378 have been shot and killed,
2,174 were shot and wounded,
leading to a total of 428 homicides in the Windy City, according to data publisher HeyJackass,

which, according to their website
“[illustrates] the murders, homicides, gun crime, gun violence,
filth, corruption, obscenity, idiocy,
moronic buffoonery, barbaric
crime of Chicago.”
Because of this, many residents feel unsafe, including many
in the Morgan Park community,
as violence continues to plague
Chicago.
“I feel somewhat safe because I’m an older individual, but

I don’t feel safe for the younger
guys,” security guard Dwight L.
Marson said.
Marson suggested that the
younger generation is the most
likely targeted for danger in Chicago, he also doesn’t believe Chicago
is a safe environment, either.
“There are too many guys on
the streets right now, and there’s

Please turn to page 10 for

SEEKING SAFETY
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Scholarships: Get paid, not played
By Jada Jackson

I

magine coming home from
a long day of school, checking your mailbox, and finding a
letter from your dream college.
When you open this letter, you
realize you were accepted into this
dream college with a need-based

grant. Twelve years of school and
hard work finally paid off.
Overjoyed at the news, you
barely notice that the school offered you a half tuition grant, and
the rest is left for you to pay, not
to even mention books, a meal
plan, or room and board.
You could take out loans and

reimburse your expenses, but loans
add up and will eventually leave
you in a massive amount of debt.
You could get a job, but you’ll be
working long hours and consistent overtime if you want to cover
expenses by the time you graduate.
However, there’s another
method of paying for college that

requires no money from your
own pocket: scholarships.
“I plan on paying for college
through scholarships because I
want to attend an out of state
school,” senior and Posse semifinalist Nefretia Jones said. “I
applied to Posse, Ron Brown,
and Coca Cola,”

MP high
school spirit quiz
Are you a real Mustang?

A lot of times students are unaware of what goes on in their
very own school, much less do anything more than go to class. So
here a little quiz to test your true Mustang pride and how much
you know about MP. Rate yourself on the following point scale
according to if and how many times you get a question wrong or
right.

Homecoming participation points

13. ____ Know the name of the school newspaper
(without looking on the front page!)?
14. ____ Know the principal’s name?
15. ____ Know what year Morgan Park opened its doors?
16. ____ Know the name of the auditorium?
17. ____ Participate in any school sports or organizations
bringing victory or a sense of pride to the school name?
18. ____ Know why the huge Mustang sculpture outside near the
lunchroom is nicknamed “Leonardo”?

(yes = 2 pts., no = 0 pts.)

Did you...
1. ____ Know the theme of this year’s past homecoming dance?
2. ____ Participate in most Spirit Week days?
3. ____ Have a twin lined-up for Twin Day?

General school pride

4. ____ Have plans on representing your class for
Class Color Day?
5. ____ Wear school colors for School Spirit Day?
6. ____ Attend the pep rally?

7. ____ Go to the homecoming game?

(yes = 2 pts., no = 0 pts.)

Have you...
19. ____ Attended a sports event other than a
varsity football game?
20. ____ Joined at least one school club?
21. ____ Attended an after-school play, talent show or other
special event like College Night?

22. ____ Made a genuine effort to get to class on time
on a regular basis?

Answer the following honestly
(yes = 5 extra credit pts., no = 0 pts.)

8. ____ Go to the homecoming dance?

Do you...
23. ____ Make a positive difference in your school?
24. ____ Proudly answer “Morgan Park” when people from other
schools ask where you attend?
25. ____ Feel a sense of anger or embarrassment when disruptive
fights break out or someone pulls a false alarm, which
helps the school get a negative reputation.

Now calculate your total score:

40 – 59 points: I Wanna Be A Mustang, Oooo, Ahhh!
Congratulations! You really show true school spirit and the school
should be proud to call you a true Mustang!

General school knowledge points (yes = 2 pts., no = 0 pts.)

Do you...
9. ____ Know the school’s official colors?
10. ____ Know what EMPEHI actually stands for?
11. ____ Know the missing words in the first stanza of the
school song below?
		“EMPEHI, EMPEHI we are _________,”
		
“EMPEHI, EMPEHI we are _________.”
		
“We will fight for your colors _________,”
		
“for the _________ and the white and for you!”
12. ____ Know the school mascot?

28 - 39 points: Honorable Mustang
You got quite a few wrong that you really should know. You probably should do some research on the school and get involved in
extra curricular activities to find out where you belong at MP.
17 – 27 points: Probationary Mustang
You must be a freshman who just arrived. Better luck next year.
0 – 16 points: I Don’t Know Why I’m Here
You have NO school spirit! You have no idea of what’s going on!
Maybe Julian or Simeon would be a better fit for you.
(For answers to many of the questions 1-22, see Page 11)

Senior Board president
Artiss Mitchell received generous
scholarship offers and a full ride
at the 100 Black Men scholarship fair on October 10, 2015.
“I received offers from
University of Indianapolis, Iowa
Wesleyan University, and a full
ride to Wart-Burst College,”
Mitchell said.
By receiving a scholarship,
students are offered a significant
amount of free money for academic merit, talent, essay entries,
service, or simply writing your
name in a ballot and waiting for
results.
Some scholarships are subjected but not limited to:
• Gates Millennium (Minorities with a GPA of 3.3
and meet Pell Grant criteria)
Deadline: January 13, 2016;
• Target Scholarships (Minorities with a minimum
GPA of 3.0 and actively
involved in community
service);
• Miami Heat Scholarships
(Minorities with exceptional
academic merit) Deadline:
January 30, 2016;
• McDonald’s Education
Scholarships: (Students with
a GPA of 2.7 and demonstrate financial need);
• Marine Corps Scholarships (Child of a veteran
who serves/served on the US
Marines and demonstrates
financial need) Opens: January 1, 2016;
• State Farm Scholarships:
(Students with a 2.5 GPA
who are actively involved in
community service work);
• Coca Cola Scholars (Merit
based scholarship for seniors
with a 3.0 GPA)
• HBCU Scholarships
(Merit Based scholarships to
minorities who demonstrate
financial need);
• Shawn Carter Foundation
(US citizens under 25 with a
minimum GPA of 2.0);
• Jackie Robinson Foundation (African American
seniors with an ACT score
of at least 21) Deadline:
February 15, 2016.
These are simply tens of
thousands of scholarships that
there are to apply to. If none of
the scholarships above suit you,
website such as www.fastweb.
com, www.unigo.com, www.
scholarships.uncf.org, and www.
scholarships.com not only match
students with scholarships, but
also get them in contact with
college representatives as well.
Be sure to note that not all
scholarships posted on these sites
are authentic. If you reach an obscure scholarship that appears to be
inadequate, do a background check
on the company hosting it and
check all eligibility requirements.
You want to get paid, not
played. Also, don’t fret at the
number of students who apply
for these scholarships or whether
or not you think you’ll win it.
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BAD BATHROOMS
Continued from page 6
was some loose hair in the sink,
there wasn’t any paper tossed
on the floor and the toilets were
usable.
As for the bathroom on the
second floor and also through the
second floor “T” are disgusting.
There are clumps of tissue on the
floor, lady business left in the toilets, urine on the toilet seats, etc.
Bathrooms on the third floor
are gross as well, but not as re-

volting as they are on the second
floor. The third floor bathroom
also have mandatory urine on
the seats, tissue on the floor, but
minus the dizzying smells and
business in the toilets.
The ladies rooms aren’t
getting cleaned as much as they
need to. The bathrooms are nasty
and should be cleaned as much
as they can be throughout the
school days.

“The ladies bathrooms can’t
be cleaned every period throughout the day,” custodian Jesse Roa
said. “I go in and try to maintain
the messes in the bathroom as
much as I can, but there has
been a reduction in the staff, so,
therefore I can’t go and clean the
bathrooms every period; I have
to clean when I can.”
According to various news
reports, many custodians have

SEEKING SAFETY
Continued from page 6
too much happening…and
they don’t have anything to
do,” Marson said.
It can be reasonable to
say that if you stay out of
certain areas in the city it can
help you feel safe.
“I don’t go to liquor
stores where there are a lot of
guys standing in front of the
stores,” Marson said. “I don’t
go to gas stations where there
are a lot of guys standing
around the store, and I really
don’t go to places where there
is gang violence, and there’s
really gang violence everywhere in Chicago, so I like to
stay in the house.”
Staying inside is not
always a safe option: danger
can strike anywhere.
“I would say stay in the
house, but people get killed
in the house,” library assistant Allen Brown said, “so,
honestly, you just gotta stay
prayed up.”
Sophomore Shamari
Charles also avoids the danger
of being robbed by keeping his
phone in his pocket when he
walks in public, and he is always
aware of his surroundings.
“To avoid getting robbed,
I try to keep my phone in

my pocket so no one can see it,”
Charles said. “I look where I’m
going and at my surroundings. If
I’m playing music while walking,
I’ll leave one earbud out or have
the volume turned down so I can
hear what’s going on.”
Many argue that poverty
plays a huge role in contributing
to the factors that make Chicago
feel unsafe.
“They took a lot of things
away from the kids, and now the
kids don’t have nothing to do
but hang out on the corners and
shoots guns,” Marson said, “So,
yeah, [poverty] plays a big role in
the city of Chicago.”
Police officers contribute
everyday to keep this city safe
and advise that students and everybody in general follow safety
procedures set for any situation.
Officer Joy contributes every
night that he works and informs
students that if ever there is a
real threat to their safety, that
security is prepared and trained
to keep students and staff in the
building safe, even if there is no
set procedure.
“Security is well-informed of
how we are to react if an intruder
entered the building,” the police
officer said.
In fact, a lockdown drill was

practiced late last week just to
prepare for such an event.
However, outside the
building there is not a set
procedure for when danger
occurs, so self-defense mechanisms should be used.
“[Many carry weapons
today] because they have to
protect themselves in so many
ways because there so many
rapists and so many things
happening on the trains and
kids ride the trains, so I think
it’s okay” Marson said.
Margie Broadway, an offduty police officer who works
as a security guard, believes
one way to stay safe and alert
in Chicago would be to keep
expensive and flashy objects,
like an expensive cell phone or
watch out of sight and advise
that, if necessary, to talk on the
phone with a headset and not
handheld; supporting evidence
on how to be safe in Chicago.
“I watch where I’m walking, I’m not texting while
walking, I’m always aware of
my surroundings,” Broadway
said. “If I have to talk on the
phone, I’ll use a headset so
that I could still look around
and watch who’s around me,
and I lock my doors.”

PEP RALLY REVIEW
Continued from page 9
“When we were buying our
tickets and Ms. Morgan told us
about the tardy policy, right off
the back I said the pep rally would
be dry,” senior Kierra Craft said.
“I was already planning on leaving
those last two periods because so
many students couldn’t attend.
But when the day came around,
and I actually got in the pep rally,
I saw a decent amount of students. It turned out pretty well.”
Pep rallies are not just a
party, they serve a purpose: to
hype the players before the big
game of the year, which features
alumni, parents, teachers, and
many more.
“The pep rally was very beneficial to me, actually,” Mustangs
quarterback Jelani Hardy said.
“The support from the school
and the energy around me just

made me want to win even more.
It makes me want to make everybody proud. That’s why we play
hard, not just to boost our own
ego but to show everyone watching, we’re doing this for them.”
Senior Mustang tight end
Antonio Alsup agreed.
“Pep rallies are there to
get us excited,to motivate us to
win,” he said. “Not win for us,
but for our school, our parents,
everybody that’s supporting us.
This year’s pep rally was fun, not
only am I saying this because it’s
my last year, but because when
I looked around, I could see
everyone enjoying themselves,
dancing, singing the songs, clapping for us. The overall energy
was just amazing.”
Without a doubt, football
coach Terry Atkins is very proud

of his team.
“I’ve seen them grow and
develop as a team and become
a tighter unit since the summer,
they’ve started to gain success
and eventually mentally get
better,” Atkins said, and being
an alumnus of Morgan Park,
he added that he always was
involved in the pep rallies.
The pep rally kicked off the
event with the musical sounds of
the marching band, followed by
Emeralds dancing energetically
and in tune with the beat.
The cheerleaders followed
with a graceful performance with
a student special guest.
After the crowd settled, rapper Delow graced the crowd with
a performance and had the whole
crowd doing the famous dance,
called “bopping.”

gotten laid off due to costcutting measures levied by the
private companies Aramark and
SodexoMAGIC, which took
over custodial duties for Chicago
Public Schools (CPS) in 2014.
Therefore, there are less custodians in the schools which will
slightly increase the filth in them.
According to a Chicago
Sun-Times story in March, it
was revealed that many CPS
schools are “filthy” according to
principals.
“It’s been a year; it’s been an
utter catastrophe,” said Clarice
Berry, the president of Chicago
Principals and Administrators
Association, according to the
Sun-Times story. “The survey we
did indicates from my principals
just how horrendous and how
mismanaged and how unproductive these contracts are that CPS
let to these two corporations at
the taxpayer cost of $340 million.”
The bathrooms in the school
are such a mess that ladies don’t
even use them.

“I refuse to go in the bathrooms because they are disgusting,” senior Kierra Craft said.
“Every time I do go in them,
there is lady business on the
seats, toilets aren’t flushed, there’s
never soap, and most of the time
there is no toilet paper in there.”
Girls blame the messes in
the bathroom on other girls
in the school. Upper classmen
blame the lower classmen and
visa versa.
“I honestly think it’s all ages
because they don’t know how
to take care of themselves,” said
Craft said.” “Even upperclassmen
like me still don’t know how to
clean up after themselves that’s
why the bathrooms look like they
look now.”
The girls bathrooms at Morgan Park are disgusting and there
needs to be a change to have a
more clean environment.
“I rate the bathrooms a 1 out
of 5, 1 being the worst because
they remind me of public restrooms…filthy!,” Craft said.

Want
a 2016
yearbook?

Then you need to do one of two things NOW!

A. Pay
your
2015
activity
fee

B. Pay
$45 to
reserve
your
copy

Due to fewer students paying their annual activity fee
ON TIME, or who have been approved for a fee waiver*,
the Yearbook has been forced to purchase only the
number of books that have been paid for via Activity
Fees or Advanced Payment by December 18, 2015.
As of now, only around 600 students have paid this
year’s fee, which includes a copy of the yearbook. So as
of now,
books will be ordered.

ONLY 600

So, if you want to be certain to receive your yearbook in June,
either pay your Activity Fee, or pay $45 to reserve a copy,
NO LATER THAN DECEMBER 18, 2015.
PAYMENT IS TO BE MADE IN THE MAIN OFFICE.

*NOTE: Those who receive a fee waiver
DO NOT receive a free yearbook.
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The Plaza meets date with wrecking ball,
leaving fond memories in the dust
By Adrianna Clements
and Roslyn Hayes

T

The Plaza shows significant progress in its demolition just south of the former Montgomery
Wards building earlier last month. A new open-air mall is expected to open Summer 2017.

he Plaza, once the largest
shopping center in the
United States, is finally being demolished after standing for 63 years
in the Evergreen Park area, but this
family-based plaza has given many
customers favorable memories that
they will never forget.
“They used to have fountains
when I was in grammar school,”
English teacher and Beverly resident Marguerite Jung recalled.
“We used to go up there and take
the pennies, nickels, and dimes
out the fountains sometimes.”
Until recent years, the Plaza
was a very popular destination
for shoppers, especially during
the 1970s and 1980s, featuring
over 155 stores and restaurants.
Then bankruptcies of anchor
stores including Circuit City and
Montgomery Wards, combined
with a recession and fire in 2007,
helped to speed along the mall’s
decline. The once-proud mall
started to have numerous vacancies, leaving only a handful of
stores, anchored by Carson’s department store, to remain until it
closed permanently in May 2013.
“It became a ghost town,”

SPIRIT QUIZ KEY
Continued from page 7
Do you...
1. ____ Know the theme of this year’s homecoming dance?
(“Once Upon a Time”)
Do you...
9. ____ Know the school’s official colors?
(Green and white; orange is not officially recognized)
10. ____ Know what EMPEHI actually stands for?
(It’s the phonetic pronunciation
of M-P-High--get it?)
11. ____ Know the missing words in the first stanza of the
school song below?
		“EMPEHI, EMPEHI we are loyal,”
		
“EMPEHI, EMPEHI we are true.”
		
“We will fight for your colors flying,”
		“for the green and the white and for you!”
12. ____ Know the school mascot?
(The Mustang, duh!)
13. ____ Know the name of the school newspaper
(EMPEHI News, named as such since 1923. Before
then, the school had the “Empehi,” which according
to an old yearbook summary, was a publication that
“formerly appeared monthly as a magazine.”)
14. ____ Know the acting principal’s name?
(Dr. Carolyn Epps)
15. ____ Know what year Morgan Park opened its doors?
( January 1916)
16. ____ Know the name of the auditorium?
(Blackwelder Hall, named after the main donor who
paid to have the auditorium originally built)
18. ____ Know why the huge Mustang sculpture outside near
the lunchroom is nicknamed “Leonardo”?
(The Museum of Science and Industry donated the
eight-foot sculpture to the school in 2007, after they
dismantled their Leonardo DaVinci exhibit, of which
the partial replica of a sculpture that was initially
commissioned by the Duke of Milan, was installed in
the collection. The museum commissioned an artist in
Italy to produce the replica at a cost of $22,000.)

This Beverly Review clipping, dated August 27, 1953, shows what
the Evergreen Plaza looked like one year after it first opened
at the corner of 95th Street and Western Avenue in Evergreen
Park. Upscale department store, The Fair, anchored the mall in
the four-level southwest unit, in what was being hailed as “ultramodern design.” (Copy courtesy of Harold Washington Library)

Jung said. “The stores were
emptying out, there were a lot
of vacancies in the mall, and
it didn’t seemed like there was
much going on there.”
It was a popular hangout
spot for many to go to, there was
even a movie theater just south of
Carson’s until it closed in 1999.
“Most Fridays after school,
me and some friends would go
there to meet up and hang out
and go to the movie theater,” said
Latonia James, a former Morgan
Park resident.
It was in the 1980s that the
wonder of the mall began to
fade with top-level stores being
replaced by dollar stores and nail
shops.
“I’m glad they’re tearing it
down and rebuilding another
mall because it lost its juice,”
James said.
Although the local mall
was open to everyone, there
was a perceived sense of racial
segregation in the ‘70s and ‘80s,
according one teacher and former
Beverly resident.
“I remember that most of
the shoppers that were in the
mall south of two-story atrium
[at the center of the mall] were
white,” journalism teacher Keith
Majeske recalled, “but past the
weird tunnel-like connection that
featured odd knick-knacks, the
shoppers were mostly black on
the north side of the mall. It was
like two different malls.”
Evergreen Plaza was originally an open-air shopping mall
in 1952, the largest in the U.S.,
similar to that of Oak Brook
Shopping Center today, anchored
by The Fair Store, an upscale
retailer, Carson Pirie Scott,
Lytton’s department store, and a
Walgreen’s.
Initially, the mall was Lshaped, with the physical structure ending where the former
Montgomery Ward’s store stood.
The Plaza nearly doubled in size
when the south end addition was
added in 1962.
Other stores that were once
there included a Chas. A. Stevens

Please turn to page 12 for
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Colder weather brings
warmer hearts for the holidays
By Jaharha Pryor
and Camry Sanders

A

s the leaves change
colors and the
temperature drops, people
are preparing for the holiday
season. Thanksgiving, Christmas, and New Year’s Eve are

all within the next two months
and are quickly approaching.
Many people are excited for the
holiday season with food, family,
and school breaks being the top
reasons.
When asked, many students
and staff had traditional and
nontraditional things that they

were thankful for.
“I’m thankful for life,”
senior Briana Amerson
said.“Life’s most important
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Many ready for Thanksgiving holiday
By Amani Fashola
and Tiger Dickerson

S

tudents and staff are looking forward to Thanksgiving break plans, starting three
weeks from today on November
25, with hope for what the season
will bring this November.
Juniors Vontrice Bobo, Joshua
Levy, and Arianna Boyd describe
their Thanksgiving traditions.
“The vibe is family-oriented,” Bobo said. “We go to my
grandparents’ house because they
are the central part of the family.”
Senior Sinclaire Reeves believes not all traditions are the same.
“We usually go to the movies for late night shows after
we’re done eating,” she said.
Student Christian Hopkin’s
describes the atmosphere during
Thanksgiving.

“First and foremost it should
be about God and giving thanks
to what He’s done for us,” Hopkins said, “and being thankful for
living, being able to go to college,
and fulfilling your desires.”
Senior Elexus Barett is
hopeful for events after the eating marathon.
“It’s a very exciting time of the
year knowing that Christmas is right
around the corner, and we always go
Black Friday shopping,” she said.
Junior Joshua Levy said that
he enjoys Thanksgiving, but plans
on traveling this time around.
“I am going to California
to visit my cousins who I haven’t
seen in two years,” Levy said. “It’s
hard having such a short break,
because we won’t even have
enough time to reunite.”
Thanksgiving is not all about
family, it’s also about what’s on

the table.
Art teacher Julia McSweeney told more about what she
hopes to be on the table this year.
“Brussel sprouts, corn with
bacon, cranberry sauce with orange zest, mashed potatoes with
gravy, peas, homemade rolls, and
pie,” she said.
Hopkins expects her family’s
table to offer a different variety.
“Glazed ham, dressing, potato
salad, greens, cornbread, candied
yams, chitterlings,” he said.
Holidays, though, can often
have their ups-and-downs.
“One year we didn’t have
dressing, and I love my mom’s
dressing,” Reeves said.
McSweeney also encountered
a food-related problem one year.
“ Growing up, my mother
was thawing the turkey on the
back porch, and we caught the

Sneakers get even more popular
By Star Bolden

D

id you want those
Jordans that were
released last Saturday? Sorry,
chances are they sold out minutes after they hit the shelves.
According to Urban
Dictionary, a sneaker-head
is defined as “A person
who collects limited, rare,
O.G [Original], or flat out
exclusive kicks [Sneakers].

Usually the collection consist of
Jordans or [Nike] Dunks.”
These are the individuals
whom you may spot wearing shoes
you’ve never seen before and can be
seen in queue waiting at the nearest
Footlocker. They are also the ones
responsible for making those shoes
you might have wanted sell out
either online or in stores.
In recent years, the popularity
of sneakers has increased so much
prompting for a classic example of

supply and demand. As of Saturday, October 24, 2015, the
average cost of the Air Jordan
1 Retro is placed at anywhere
from $140 to $400 retail.
One may consider this
next fact insane to believe
though the cost of an O.G

Please turn
to page 13 for
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cat on top of the turkey eating
it,” McSweeney recalled.
Thanksgiving break starts
for all Chicago public schools
on Wednesday, November 25.
School resumes on Monday,
November 30.
While some don’t believe
this break is long enough, senior
Deshonda May doesn’t think it
really is.
“We’re used to having a

week off,” May said, referring to
the fall intersession that MP had
on the Track E calendar which
ended four years ago.
Freshman Alexia Brown appreciates having a break, but also
doesn’t feel it’s long enough.
“Thanksgiving is a time to
enjoy and embrace your family’s
presence,” Brown said. “You can’t
put a time limit on something as
priceless as that.”

BEING THANKFUL
Continued from page 11
to me because without life I
wouldn’t be saying this. Life
is full of ups-and-downs, but
you only have one lifetime, so
it’s all worth it.”
Some students were
thankful for their education
and opportunities.
“I’m thankful for all the
opportunities I’ve been getting,
because I feel like without
doing those certain things, I
wouldn’t be where I am now,”
senior Unique Boyd said.
Another senior, Tiger
Dickerson, also feels thankful
for her education.
“Knowledge is the key to
everything,” Dickerson said.
“They can take away everything you have, but they can
not take away [your] knowledge.”

Social Science teacher
Tyler Variano is thankful for
his employment.
“[This is the] first job
I’ve had [and it wasn’t] easy
to find,” Variano said. “Some
teachers got laid off and I
[didn’t], so I’m happy to still
be working. I also get to coach
debate, which is not easy.”
Some people were thankful for more nontraditional
reasons.
“I’m thankful for music,”
senior Kemond Collins said.
“Music is life. Music is the
root of a person’s soul. People
creating music and people
who are consuming these
energies and vibes when they
listen to these songs, are so
important. People who can do
that, I’m thankful for them.”

THE PLAZA REMEMBERED
Continued from page 11
store, a Jewel grocery store,
Kroch’s and Brentano’s bookstore,
an Orange Julius, among others
that retired MP teacher and former student Catherine Majeske
worked at while in high school.
“I worked at Kresge’s [dime
store] during my junior year,”

said Majeske, Class of 1958, in
an email. “It was a department
that sold fish, birds, etc. in the
basement. I worked in ribbons
with an older woman…where
I learned to make bows. It was
next to the record department
where a girl sat in a high cubicle

playing records all the time.
People made requests, and she
played them.”
Many who visited the Plaza
have a memory to tell, including
Majeske whose son, Keith, now
teaches at MP.
“There was a time when I

was in [Chas. A.] Stevens looking at clothing with [my son]
and [daughter] Dawn,” she recalled. “She was in a stroller, and,
when I looked around, [Keith
was] gone. I ran out of the store
screaming [his] name and crying,
certain that [he] had been kid-

napped. A salesclerk called me
back. I found him hiding under
a clothes rack. I never shopped
with the two again.”
Majeske fondly remembers a
number of good restaurants that
the mall offered.
“There was a French restaurant with cute little sandwiches
and ice cream,” she wrote in the
email. “Carson’s had a restaurant
called The Tartan Tray, which was
very good—I think I remember
their Sunday brunch.”

Fewer retail stores
to replace sprawling mall

The new Evergreen Plaza, illustrated here from retail project developer Lormax Stern’s marketing package, shows a number of
stores that apparently have shown intent to be tenants, including DSW, TJ Max, and Dick’s Sporting Goods. Other retail buildings
are scattered around the large open-air site. The mall is expected to open in the summer of 2017.

The 800,000-square-foot
mall is already in the early stages
of demolition. It will be replaced
with an approximately 425,000
square-foot open-air retail center,
including 30 to 40 stores, according to reports. The only remaining
department store, Carson’s, will
stay in its current building until a
smaller store is constructed.
The new development is
also rumored to have drawn the
attention of upscale retailers including Whole Foods and Dick’s
Sporting Goods. The new mall is
expected to open in the summer
of 2017, according to the developers, Lormax Stern.
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Fascination with ‘Walking Dead’
continues to draw legions of fans
By Destiny White
and Sinclaire Reeves

C

rowds of listless, aimlessly wandering people,
offering little more than a vacant
stare and possibly a tired groan:
No, we’re not talking about kids
during a passing period in the
“T.” This is a description of what
millions of American viewers tune
in to watch religiously on cable
television most Sunday evenings.
AMC’s “The Walking Dead”
is a popular horror television
drama series developed by Frank
Darabont, adapted from a comic
book series of the same name. It
has the highest total viewership
of any series in cable television
history, with nearly 15 million
most recently—including many
at MP—tuning in to watch a
dreary post-apocalyptic dystopia
loaded with droves of flesheating zombies.
The series, which first aired
on Halloween night in 2010,
now in its sixth season, is based
on survivors trying to get by in
a world turned upside down,
forced to do anything—moral or
not—to hold on. Oh, and then

there are the “Biters,” “Walkers,”
and “the Infected”—also known
as zombies—to contend with.
“I’ve been watching since
the beginning,” senior Adrianna
Clements wrote in an email.
“I watch ‘The Walking Dead’
because I love to see zombies get
their heads blown off, and the
story line is very intense and full
of surprises.”
With the show not only
being about zombies on rampage,
the characters give these new
“Dead-heads” in-depth background into their lives.
‘’My favorite character is
Rick,” senior LaTrisha Sutton
said. “He is the leader and is
vicious when he has to be. He
protects his family when there is
an outsider who threatens them.”
Following serious character
development is another reason
fans tune in.
“My favorite character is
Carol because she made a huge
transformation since Season 1.,”
Clements said. “She was an abused
wife, she lost her only daughter,
and now she just a total badass and
she knows what to expect.”
The program is unique in

that its focus is not on decaying, dead-eyed zombies chewing greedily on bloody human
intestines, but on the delicate
world of relationships and human psychology.
How would people respond
when put in a situation that literally pits their existence against
that of a fellow human being, even
that of a close friend? How does
one rebuild a life when nearly
all civilized life has been snuffed
out? It’s soap opera issues such as
these that the show’s writers and
producers have incorporated into a
world that also features an infinite
army of the dead with relentlessly
chomping jaws.
Teacher Keith Majeske
shared his odd love-and-hate
relationship with the usually gory
show on precisely this issue of
drama.
‘‘I don’t know why I watch
this show—actually, I hate this
show,” Majeske said, even though
he admitted to never missing an
episode. “It makes me so mad when
I watch it. I really want nearly every
character to get bitten or die.”
There are others who are very
attached to specific characters

who may or may not survive to
see the next episode, as the producers add shock value by offing a
few feature roles every season--no
one appears to be safe.
Even Glenn, who has
been on the program since the
beginning five years ago, most
recently appears to have become
an afternoon buffet for some
walkers, although there is some
speculation he might somehow
still be around.
“I feel that they are all are
gonna die at some point; it

doesn’t really bother me,well,
maybe a little,” Clements wrote.
“All I know is if [the character]
Daryl gets killed, I’m not watching it again! I might still watch
it, lol.”
Although “The Walking
Dead” has earned various awards,
including the People’s Choice
Awards (2014), Primetime Emmy
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JUMPING FOR JORDANS
Continued from page 12
Air Jordan 1 in the ’80s was
about $56.
One might question why
a shoe costing $56 in 1985 is
worth nearly $700 now 30 years
later. The answers lie within
a number of factors not just
limited to those involving Nike
executives decision to take advantage of the profit margins.
It began in 1985. the Air
Jordan 1 was released and worn
by some guy named Michael Jordan from North Carolina. Jordan
had his heart set on becoming
sponsored by Adidas, though he
signed to Nike and would go on
to brandish shoes that somehow
ended up becoming the one of
the most successful selling sneakers of all time.
Every year after Jordan
was signed to Nike, Air Jordan
released another new sneaker to
keep the hype rolling as well as
the money flowing. Eventually
people began to catch on to the
idea that these shoes were worth
something and began to collect
sneakers based on their belief
that they could be sold for much
higher at a longer date.
Most who pay attention to
sneaker culture will argue that
the popularity of sneakers and
the importance of said sneakers
peaked to their highest upon the
release of the Nike Pigeon Dunk
SB on February 22, 2005.
The events that transpired
that day would change the world

of sneaker collecting. Over the
course of four days, word of a
new limited edition Nike sneaker
collaboration with NYC-based
clothing company Staples had
made it’s way through the streets
of New York.
People began to camp out
in freezing weather for days at a
time arranging chairs along the
street of the Staples store in hopes
of copping a pair of sneakers they
had never even seen before.
The morning of the sneaker’s release at around 10 a.m.,
pandemonium erupted on the
streets of New York as a group of
people mixed with teenagers who
camped out the night before all
carrying at least $300 and thugs
armed with weapons formed in
order to purchase the shoe.
NYC Police arrived unprepared to face such chaos though
managed to assist in the opening
Staples at noon to sell out of the
sneakers within an hour. Taxi cabs
paid for by police awaited those
who had successfully purchased
sneakers at the rear entrance.
The following day, news
reporter began to cover the riot
that happened the day before,
drawing in many new SneakerHeads as well as making their
existence known to the world.
Now, 10 years later after the
infamous “Sneaker Riot” happened in NYC, the rise of culture
is at an all time high with Shoe
Brands Such as Nike and Adidas

enlisting Athletes such as LeBron James, Kobe Bryant, Kevin
Durant, Derrick Rose and others
among celebrities such as Kanye
West and Pharrell to create hype
for their shoes.
With the help of the internet, limited edition sneakers can
be purchased and sold among
SneakerHeads on eBay and
websites specifically created for
resellers such as FlightClub.com.
Also, sneaker violence has risen
as a result of the growing popularity with incidents of people
getting robbed and attacked during sneaker related transactions
increasing each day.
The fact of the matter
that people dedicate their lives
collecting sneakers in hope of
reselling them or that their are
people who wait hours in line
for Air Jordan sneakers without
even knowing what team Jordan
played for says a great deal about
the impact of the business side of
collecting sneakers.
As high end fashion designers begin to collaborate with
shoe companies, the values of
sneakers only grow larger. Shoe
companies Nike and Adidas
make millions upon billions each
year selling shoes - some even
exactly the same as the last.
Jordan still makes an estimated $100 million a year purely
off of selling Retro Air Jordans
that cost less than $15 dollars to
make on average.

Yearbook staff members are currently selling
Senior Baby Picture advertisements for $10 per
ad space. Ads include a color baby photo of your
choice, plus a 25-word personal message.

Deadline: Fri., Nov. 6
Senior Directory Info
Don’t want to look like
some nobody who didn’t go
to college or participated
in anything while being a
Mustang? Then be sure
to submit your yearbook
senior directory information (which includes your
chosen college/university,
subject major, and a listing of the clubs and sports
you participated on at MP)
to the yearbook sponsor,
Mr. Keith Majeske (KEMajeske@cps.edu) immediately.

Deadline: Fri., Nov. 6
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Super Bowl dream is just fantasy for Bears fans
By Tytiana Coats

I

t’s nearly the midpoint of
the NFL regular season,
and while some Chicago Bears
fans have long been ready for a
Super Bowl appearance that hasn’t
happened in 10 years, few, if any,
see it happening this time around.
So far the Bears aren’t doing
as most would want them to,
managing a woeful 2-5 record.
After putting together a nearlyrespectable fight against their
NFC arch rival Green Bay Packers (L 31-23) on opening day,
they followed up with a humiliating loss against the Arizona
Cardinals (48-23), and then, even
worse, shutout against Super
Bowl XLIX runner-up Seattle
Seahawks (26-0)—a low point
not reached since a coach Dave
Wannstedt-era team lost 15-0 to

the Tampa Bay Buccaneers on
December 29, 2002.
Then, the Bears managed to
sneak by a 3-3 Oakland Raiders team, 22-20, followed up
by a one-point victory over the
2-5 Kansas City Chiefs (18-17),
which gave some diehards some
hope. But, of course, the team,
now led by new coach John Fox,
was embarrassed by a then-winless Detroit Lions (1-6) squad by
losing in overtime, 37-34.
And then on Sunday, against
the Minnesota Vikings, the
Bears managed to throw away
an all-but-certain W in the final
two-minutes, collapsing 23-20.
Lots of fans are worried this
year.
“I don’t think the Bears will be
making it to the Super Bowl this
year,” fan Tyrone Coats (my father)
said. “So far in the season, we are

not where I hoped we would be,
but after the bye week we would be
okay and start doing better.”
One-time season season
ticket holder and technology
teacher John Genell doesn’t see a
Bears game happening in February, either.
“Are you kidding me?” he
asked. “There is no way [in heck]
that the Bears will make it to the
Super Bowl. They won the last
two games with third and second
string players. They have a good
coaching staff, they just need to
get better players.”
Chicago has been to a Super
Bowl twice in what will be the 50year (in February) history of the
championship game: a stunning
defeat to the Indianapolis Colts
in 2006 (29-17) and a not-sosurprising domination of the New
England Patriots in 1986 (46-10).

Lovable Losers gain respect
after decades of failure
By Koi Lacey
and Tariq Harding

T

he Chicago Cubs gave
great hope to Chicago,
going all the way to the Major
League Baseball (MLB) National League Championship,
shocking baseball fans across
the country.
Through the early stage
of the playoffs, many felt as
though the Cubs were going
to go all the way.
“Nobody will get in the
way of them,” senior Mustang
baseball player Joey Perez said.
Oh, well.
After winning the NL
Wild Card Game against
the Pirates, they went on to
beat the St. Louis Cardinals,
who many felt were the best
team in the NL—if not the
league—3-1, but were swept
in the NL Conference championship 4–0 by the New
York Mets.
However, the phrase,
“Wait ‘til next year” is once

again in the minds of Cubbie
fans, forever faithful despite being perennial losers.
The North Side squad hasn’t
played in a World Series since the
end of World War II (1945) to the
Detroit Tigers, and that marked
the 7th straight World Series loss
dating back to 1910. The last world
title they won was in 1908.
Perhaps even more amazing, or pathetic, is the fact that
the Cubs didn’t even reach the
post-season from 1946 through
1983—a 38-year drought.
Varsity baseball coach Ernest
Radcliffe predicted earlier this year
that if the Cubs hitting and defense
were not on point, they would be
defeated by the New York Mets.
But in fact, it was all over
too soon. In Game 2 of the conference series, the Cubs allowed
four runs and only provided one
run. In their third loss to the
Mets, they allowed 11 hits and
even were forced to an error.
In Game 4, the Mets
completed the sweep by the
score of 8-3. NY second base-

man Daniel Murphy broke a
record by hitting a home run
in six straight games, and also
breaking the hearts of Cubs
fans.
“They completely got
outplayed and it was disappointing,” social science
teacher and diehard Cubs fan
James Fitzgerald said.
The Cubs never lead at any
point of the series, leaving fans
in shock, misery, and heartbreak—emotions fans have
been used to for the past 108
years now, although there was
some serious hope, initially.
“There is a 100 percent
chance the Cubs will beat the
Mets and go on and win the
World Series,” Radcliffe said
at the start of the NLCS.
Admittedly, Radcliffe
never predicted the correct
Lotto numbers either, so Cub
fans shouldn’t feel too bad.
“Their inexperience is the
reason they lost,” the Mustang
baseball coach said later.

THE NEW DEADHEADS
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Awards (2011, 2012), AFI
Awards (2010, 2011), plus
others, while being nominated
for many others, the journalism teacher has, ironically,
found the dramatic parts of the
program the most repulsive.
“I really shouldn’t watch
it, because the characters seem
unrealistic,” Majeske said.
“They have all this personal
drama going on and they go
out at night all alone. It’s like

they wanna die. They got hungry
zombies running up and down
the streets, but all they want to
do is worry about their relationships or each other’s feelings.”
Then there are others who
simply can’t stomach the hit series or
just aren’t into this type of subject.
“Zombie shows are weird,”
senior Janell that’s nerdy, it’s for
nerds,” said senior Jainelle Withers who attempted to watch the
show. “‘The Walking Dead’ was

creepy to me, kind of creeped
me out; plus, I watched it at
night.”
With so many TV shows
and movies featuring the undead, one may wonder, Could
there be a zombie apocalypse
in our future?
“I personally don’t believe
in zombies,” Clements said,
“but if they ever exist, I would
probably know what too do
when it comes to a apocalypse.”

The last time the team
looked competitive was in 2010
when they lost to the Pack in the
NFC title game, 35-24.
The Bears, who traditionally
have been based on featuring a
fearsome defense, like the teams
of the 1980s, now sits (as of Saturday, Oct. 31) at the bottom of
the barrel, tied with the Bucs for
allowing the most points (29.8).
Coats, a long-time Bears fan,
is not pleased.
“The defense needs to be
improved big time, we need more
cornerbacks,” he said, “[but] these
last few games [quarterback] Jay
Cutler has been on his P’s and Q’s.
I bleed orange and blue, even if I
wasn’t from Chicago, I would still
be a Bears fan; it runs in the family.”
The Bears are second from
last in their division and are
clearly at the start of a real rebuilding period, waiving, releasing, and trading lots of players
and signing new ones. Two
surprise trades of linebackers
Jonathan Bostic and Jared Allen,
among many other moves, have
led some fans to think this will
be the start of something great.
“With these little changes
I am hopeful,” said Charlotte
Ralford, the mother of an MP

student. “We have some bugs
that need to be fixed, but we will
work them out.”
Cutler was out for only out
for one game due to injury, so far,
and thanks to throwing a total of
1,231 yards, he’s ranked No. 28 in
the league, near the bottom third
of all QBs. However, according to
Genell, it could be worse.
“I don’t think there is anyone
better that is available,” Genell
said. “Jay does stupid things, but
who doesn’t? It showed when
they put the guy in from Notre
Dame [ Jimmy Clausen], and he
didn’t do anything at all—we lost
the game bad and hard, but in
the next two games Jay showed
what he was capable of.”
Even though da Bears aren’t
rolling over any teams right now,
he is seeing some good things
from the younger players and
new coaching staff, giving him
hope for the future. However,
post-season glory is little more
than a fantasy right now.
“We are not playing against
any great teams at the moment,
and they will continue to improve, but i don’t think they will
make it to the playoffs,” he said.
“If they would, they would get
put out first.”

Do-or-die
for these Bulls
Brian Brantley
and DeAndre Branch

T

ime is winding down for
a Derrick Rose-led Chicago Bulls team to win an NBA
title, but some fans still have hope
that they could do it this year.
The last time the Bulls (2-1,
as of Saturday) made it to the
NBA playoffs was the 2013-2014
season, and they got eliminated
by the King James-led Cleveland
Cavaliers.
Way back when, through
the ‘90s, the Bulls had a dynasty
team, just dominating almost every
team they came across. The Bulls
enjoyed two sets of history-making
3-peats of all time, spearheaded by
NBA legend Michael Jordan.
Chicago has consecutively
been a playoff contender for 14
years. The last time the Bulls
didn’t reach the playoffs was in
2003-04. Most recently, the Bulls
got past the first round after
defeating the Milwaukee Bucks
(4-2), only to come to a disappointment when facing the Cavs
and losing in six games.
Some fans are fairly optimistic about the Bulls road to
success.
“The Bulls will have a good
season if Rose will stay healthy,”
Mustangs basketball head coach
Nick Irvin said, “and by the new
coach being Fred Hoiberg, they will
be right where they need to be.”
Although some fans may

worry about the Bulls defense,
now that five-year coach Tom
Thibodeau was replaced back in
May, they should be fine, according to Coach Nick.
“They need an offensive
coordinator,” Irvin said. “They
do and always will have good
defense just because of the talent
and athleticism they have.”
The tension builds as Rose
gets healthier.
“If D-Rose gets back to at
least 95 percent and just levels off,
and if he could last without getting
injured, the Bulls could really do
some big things,” Mustangs varsity
point guard Charles Moore.
The Bulls will have a hard
time, as usual, with Cleveland
in the playoffs. They have to be
ready to battle.
“The Bulls’ starting five all
need to be healthy and playing at
their best in order to overcome
Cleveland—especially in the
playoffs.” Moore said.
The fans feel like Lebron
will be their biggest problem
because it’s almost impossible to
guard him.
“Someone is going to have
to step up and shut Lebron
down,” senior Bulls fan Brandon
Piper said.
Reaching the post-season
is all but assured, according to a
Bleacher Report prediction pub-
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Experts rank Moore at top of 2016 class
By Jonathan Thompson

A

senior boys varsity basketball star is ranked as
the top state prospect and in the
top 100 in the nation, according
to prep sports experts.
Point guard Charles Moore
is currently ranked No. 1 according to Prep Hoops Illinois, with
Simeon’s shooting guard Zach
Norvell ranked second. However,
ESPN reverses the rankings,
placing Moore at the No. 2 state
spot and 80th in the nation.
ESPN offers high praise for
the undeclared Mustang going
into the 2015-16 season.
“Moore is a quick cat, tough
and fearless guard that is an aggressive playmaker,” the online
ESPN Scouting Report link
reads. “He has a tight handle, is
an excellent passer as he attacks
and has beyond the arc shooting range when he is in rhythm.
He is a scoring point guard that
excels on and off the dribble.”
Moore molds his game after
two all-star role models.
“Kyrie Irving and Tony
Parker because Kyrie Irving is

very creative with the ball and so
is Tony Parker,” the 5’ 11” point
guard said. “They make tough
shots and they just always make
the right plays.”
Teacher and basketball fanatic Gerald Winston weighed in
with his assessment of a player he
has watched from the beginning.
“I was there when he was
there at his first game as a freshman,” Winston recalled. “I told the
whole world that boy was going
to be cold. We all know he can
shoot, but it’s his poise; he doesn’t
get rattled, he’s fearless, can take it
to the hole, he plays solid defense,
and I think it’s his basketball I.Q.”
Moore has played four years
on the Mustangs basketball team.
While taking a role on varsity as
a freshman, he has played a big
role on the team, contributing to
consecutive state championship
victories in 2012 and 2013.
“Charlie is very important,”
head coach Nick Irvin said. “He’s
important since Day One since he’s
been here. He’s like a little nephew
to me; I’m really gonna miss him
when it’s that time, but right now,
we’re gonna enjoy all this.”

Basketball fans all over the
school know him and respect his
game.
“He’s cool from me knowing
him since freshman year, seeing
him grow, you know, seeing him
play everyday, he’s getting better
with everything he does,” said senior Andre Johnson and former
basketball team manager.
Moore’s teammates have
high praise for him.
“It has been a joy playing with him,” senior Mustang
teammate Jarring Randle said.
“We have been playing with
each other since third grade, and
we are just ready to win another
state championship. Charlie is a
great friend of mine, he’s a nice
person to play with, he gets his
team involved, and he likes to
win and that’s the type of attitude I like to follow up with.”
The long-time Mustang has
great basketball acumen, according to fellow senior teammate
Antonio Alsup.
“He’s a big part of the team
because he knows how to control
the floor,” Alsup said. “He knows
how to make everyone go and

Point guard Charlie Moore gets air on a lay-up in last year’s
IHSA Class 3A runner-up final game when they beat the Rockford Lutheran Crusaders, 87-56, at the Peoria Civic Center.
Moore is ranked No. 1-2 in Illinois by sports experts going into
the 2015 season. (EMPEHI News archive)
play hard, he shows people how
bad he wants it, people want it
more because they know who
Charlie is. He’s great player on
and off the court.”
All that’s is left for him is
to lead his team to another state
championship, now that he will
be the main weapon on the team.
“I know I have to work
harder knowing there’s a target
on my back,” Moore said. “I just
have to keep it going, just can’t

stop here.”
Although the Mustangs
fell short of the hope of winning an IHSA three-peat last
year, placing third in Class 3A
ball, Winston expects Moore to
lead the team in a return to the
championship game.
“I just want him to improve, put
the team on his shoulders when he
needs to, and, hopefully, bring back
that state championship,” he said. “It
all rides with him; we go as he goes.”
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lished in August, stating that
there is a 100 percent chance
that the Bulls will be in the
playoffs. However, the report
places Chicago at No. 5 in
the Eastern Conference with

a 48-34 record. Unfortunately, it
looks like the Cavs will win the
conference again, as the sports
media service ranks them at No.
1 with a 60-22 record.
However, the Western
Conference looks tough, with a

possible title repeat expected
for the Golden State Warriors, but the San Antonio
Spurs’ addition of LaMarcus
Aldridge makes them a force
to be reckoned with, too.

Lady Mustangs plan to rebound
to championship form
By Andre Johnson

T

he girls basketball team
season is coming up, and
they are focusing on winning two
big major championships: the
Public League and IHSA Class
3A titles.
Last year, the team finished
the season off with a record of
11-4, but didn’t drive as deep
in the ISHA Class 3A playoffs
as they wanted. Despite high
hopes in capturing the city title,
the ladies did place second in
the Public League title against
perennial winner Whitney
Young.
The coach has two big goals
going into this campaign.
“I would like for us to win
city and state,” head coach Kedonica Taylor said.
There will often be a person
that will lead the team on-andoff the court.
“[I’m] a role model starting with school work and then
handling business on the court,”
starting point guard Cachet
Johnson said.

This team has many
strengths that they can build on
during their quest for a championship.
“We have a well-organized
team that is willing to work,”
power forward Alleyah Burns
said. “We have players that have
the talent and are willing to work
at any cost to win.”
The sport is pretty serious to
many on the team.
“I like basketball because it’s
just not a game, but it’s my life
and I can see myself in the future
helping my family out,” forward
Destiny Harden said.
One major player has grown
from freshman year.
“I’ve become a harder worker,
and I’ve improved my knowledge
of the game,” Burns said.
This year, the team will focus
on being a more defensive team.
“I would like for our defense
to create more offensive possessions,” Taylor said. “We can
achieve this because we have a
lot of guards on the team that are
very quick.”
Fans are ready for the

upcoming season, and they are
looking forward to seeing one
particular person.
“I would like to see Cachet
Johnson,” senior fan Jonathan
Thompson said. “I heard a lot of
great things about her and she
knows how to handle the ball
well and she’s a really good guard
overall, so I’m interested in seeing her play.”
Players on the team are really excited about this upcoming
season.
“Playing with our new
transfer and my old teammates
and also we going on two big
trips this year,” said point guard
Cachet Johnson.
With this being some of the
players last year, one particular
teammate wants to accomplish
two big things.
“I want to accomplish a goal
we have failed to complete over
the years which is winning city
and state,” Johnson said. “And
if we do that, it would make
me feel like me and teammates
worked really hard to get to that
point.”

a touchdown
for the
Mustangs
first score.
Another
play for
the highlight reel
was senior
Kendall
Joiner’s
85-yard
kick
return,
which
put the
Mustangs
up 16-0.

IHSA State Playoff History
16 straight appearances
20 appearances since 1975 (16-20 overall)
One of only two Public League teams to ever
reach semifinals (2004)

Public League Championship
since 2000
2012 (L) against Simeon, 35-14
2010 (L) against Curie, 40-34 (OT)
2007 (W) against Simeon, 22-7
2006 (L) against Hubbard, 27-14
2005 (W) against Simeon, 18-14
2002 (L) against Dunbar, 30-20
2001 (W) against Dunbar, 52-48

Prep Bowl

2007 (L) against St. Rita, 31-7
2005 (W) against Brother Rice, 14-13 (OT)
(First Prep Bowl win in school history)
2001 (L) against Mt. Carmel, 50-0
(First Prep Bowl appearance)
1971 (L) against St. Rita, 18-12

Through the rest of the
game, the defense held the
Greyhounds offense to only
one TD, leading to a final
score of 16-8.
Earning the win took
dedication before and during
the game, according to senior
Mustang Sean Williams.
“We worked hard in
practice and executed in this
game to get this W,” he said.
Preparation was a big
part of winning the conference title, Joiner said.
“What made us so spontaneous in our game against
Hubbard was our back-toback high level practices
throughout the week prior to
the upcoming game,” he said.
Head Coach Terry Atkins said the key to his team’s
wins is a simple but challenging concept.

“Proper preparation and
having our coaching staff and
the team on the same page
and setting our goals high
and obtaining them made us
victorious,” Coach Terry said.
Atkins hopes this is the
year that the Mustangs bring
home a championship.
“I look forward to putting our best players on the
field and winning this major
title and bringing some hardware back to this school to
show what MP is capable of,”
the second year varsity head
coach said.
Unfortunately, no Chicago Public School football
team has won the IHSA
championship. The deepest the Mustangs have gone
is becoming a semifinalist
in 2004; they lost to CaryGrove, 21-14.
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Mustangs return to Public League
playoffs with loss to Bulldogs
By Kameryn Kuntu
and Gregory Howell

A

fter the boys varsity football team clinched the
IHSA Prairie State 6A Conference title last month, they continued their win streak until Saturday’s match-up with the Richards
Bulldogs, forcing them back into
the Public League playoffs.
In a game that featured
similar cold and wet conditions
to the one played last year on
Halloween against Lincoln-Way
West, the Mustangs (7-3) had
confidence going into their Class
6A opener with the Richards
Bulldogs (7-3), but MP couldn’t
move the ball well, and a 31-8
final score eliminated them in
the state playoffs.
The Bulldogs were kept at
bay in the first quarter, held to a
mere six points. However, Richards
exploded in the second quarter
racking up 19 points to lead the
Mustangs 25-0 by the half, and
then ran the clock down in the
second half to wrap up the victory.
Although the Mustangs had
performed well against Public
League opponents this season,
their two losses were to suburban
teams, the types of teams that
one cannot make any mistakes
against and hope to win.
“I don’t think we’re consistent enough to content with the
top state teams,” senior fullback
Kyler Laurent said.
But it’s not over yet, as the
varsity team now can set their
sights on the Public League title.

Senior quarterback Jelani Hardy looks to run through a hole in the line against the Solario Academy Sun Warriors (5-5) early in the
second quarter in the first game of the IHSA playoffs. The Mustangs (7-3) won the game handily, 32-6. (Photo by Dominique Jones)
“[Now in] the city round, I
think we have straight talent to
win,” Laurent said. “We’re the
team to beat Phillips because
their passing game can be beat by
our defense.”
If the Wildcats, boasting an unbeaten record of 10-0
with Friday’s Class 4A win over
Genoa, return to the city rounds,
they would be a formidable team
to beat. Not only does Phillips

Track and field teams
succeed in recent
Regional competition

Sophomore Levontes Wilson runs by his opponent during
the last leg of the three-mile dash at last month’s IHSA
Regional competition at the Tinley Park forest preserve.
He finished 5th overall. Both the boys and girls cross
teams competed at the regional event. (Photo by Brandon
Taylor)

put up huge numbers, averaging
44.4 points per game, but their
defense is potent: five shut-outs,
with four being consecutive.

Regular season round-up

Before this match-up, MP
strung together seven straight
victories, going 5-0 in the conference. And of those games, the
team put up 214 points, while
the defense delivered two shut-

outs (Bogan and Uplift), and
kept two in single-digits (Solorio
and Hubbard).
But in order to advance in
IHSA play, the Mustangs had
to beat Solaria Academy (5-4)
on October 23 in the City Cross
Over Game, which they did by a
resounding 32-6.
The week before was a crucial
match-up against the crosstown
rival Hubbard Greyhounds (6-3),

who, at the time, boasted an identical record of 5-2, putting the
IHSA Prairie State Conference
championship on the line.
This win was mostly won
by the defense; a highlight of
the game was a fumble recovery
by junior Jermaine Anderson
that he returned all the way for
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JV football squads finish
season against Wolverines
T

he two junior varsity
football squads finished their respective seasons
last week with a tie and a loss
to local rival Simeon.
During the dreary, drizzly
season finale against the Wolverines last Tuesday afternoon,
the frosh-soph Mustangs
were unable to penetrate the
end zone, losing 28-0, leaving
their record at 5-3.
The day before, the freshman, 2-2-1, took to the home
field and managed a tie, 6-6,
against Simeon.
Above: Mustang safety Gabrell Spruill stops a Wolverine ball carrier cold during
last Monday’s 6-6 tie. At
left: Sophomore Mustangs
Marcell Ellis and Manasseh
Powell double-team a Simeon player on the tackle.
(Photos by Jamye Vann)

